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1. **Scope**

(Informative)

This document presents use cases and requirements for interworking of different messaging services and messaging systems in the mobile environment. The purpose of the use-cases is to highlight, from the user experience point of view, how the messaging services would interact in a seamless manner giving the user the feeling of total messaging.

The use-cases lead to a set of requirements for definition of what is needed for the messaging services to interwork seamlessly. This may lead to several different outcomes:

- A particular requirement is already fulfilled by existing specifications, e.g. the MM3 interface of MMS.
- There is a need for specification of additional messaging enablers to fulfil (a) requirement(s).
- A requirement is left for implementation and may not need standards.

The main purpose of use cases is to identify what pertinent functionality is possible with currently available standards, to identify areas where current standards are lacking, and based on that, make a prioritization of what should be standardized.

The scope of interworking is not limited to messaging systems deployed by a single network operator. Interworking between messaging systems involving two different wireless network operators or between a wireless network operator and another type of service provider is considered so as to evaluate commonalities that could be extracted from different messaging services. Each use case is separately studied, since call flows may be unique, and new messaging service elements (e.g. a new interface, protocol, or database) may be necessary.

Some services that are currently not under study elsewhere within OMA, such as Videotelephony Mailbox and Voicemail are considered in order to cover the entire messaging landscape, and extract commonalities, and evaluate opportunities for interworking with considerable market potential.
2. References
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3. Terminology and Conventions

3.1 Conventions

The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”, “RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

All sections and appendixes, except “Scope” and “Introduction”, are normative, unless they are explicitly indicated to be informative.

3.2 Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common functions</th>
<th>Functionality that is identified as supporting generic messaging and may be generalized to support all messaging and the interworking of different messaging services.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Messaging server</td>
<td>A networked entity that provides messaging functionality and represents an existing messaging server such as Email Server, PoC Server, IM Server, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messaging client</td>
<td>A user agent capable of generating messaging requests and receiving, processing, and displaying messages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IM</td>
<td>Instant Messaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>Multimedia Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Multimedia Messaging Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoC</td>
<td>Push to talk over Cellular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>Service Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>Voice Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS</td>
<td>Voice Messaging Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Introduction

The work connected to this RD is aimed at focusing on the problems associated with the interworking of different mobile messaging services that are being specified by different workgroups and standards fora. Examples of these messaging services include MMS, IM, Email, and PoC.

Each of the different messaging services provides its own mix of services, formats, and protocols, however, it may be advantageous in certain instances to promote interchange of messages between the different messaging services. This, however, is not a straight forward task today. A number of technical issues (e.g. addressing of users of other messaging domains) would have to be solved in order to provide a seamless service to the end user.

Enabling smooth interworking between different messaging services can provide a better user experience of person-to-person communication. Users subscribed to different services from different operators will be able to better communicate.

This RD presents use-cases for interworking between different messaging services, for example interworking between MMS and VMS. And it derives commonalities and requirements for supporting these use cases.

Also, the use cases provided in this RD are considered either within a network operator or between network operators.
5. Use Cases

Various use cases can be considered either within a network operator or between network operators. All use cases are based on the concept of an interconnection agreement between the two parties. If not, the use cases are NOT valid and the messages will not be sent from one party to the other.

5.1 Use Case A – General Messaging within an Operator

5.1.1 Short Description

Using a generic mobile messaging service, Joey wants to send a message to Sammy who is subscribed in the same network operator.

5.1.2 Actors

- Joey
- Sammy
- Messaging client
- Messaging server
- Network provider

5.1.2.1 Actor Specific Issues

- Joey would like to send a message without knowing too much about the underlying technology.
- Sammy would like to receive the message from his friend using his mobile services.
- Network provider would like to supply messaging services that the customers find useful and friendly.

5.1.2.2 Actor Specific Benefits

- Joey is able to send a message to his friend, Sammy.
- Sammy is able to receive the message that Joey sent.
- Network provider has a significant increase in the number of messages sent, and therefore a significant increase in revenues.

5.1.3 Pre-conditions

- Joey has his favourite messaging client.
- Sammy has his favourite messaging client that may be different from the one selected by Joey.

5.1.4 Post-conditions

- Sammy received the message that Joey sent in his messaging client.

5.1.5 Normal Flow

1. Joey composes a message using his favorite messaging client.
2. Joey selects Sammy’s entry in his address book as one of the destinations for the message.
3. Joey sends the message to Sammy.
④ A sending messaging server, in charge of Joey’s messaging client, receives the message and starts to resolve the list of destinations. It may employ an external entity to select the proper address format to resolve Sammy’s contact-name into a fully-specified destination.

⑤ The sending messaging server identifies that there is a need to transfer the message to a recipient server. The sending messaging server forwards the message to the recipient messaging server.

⑥ The recipient messaging server receives the message and notifies the recipient messaging client that there is a message to be delivered.

⑦ When Sammy requests to retrieve it, the recipient messaging server or other network element may reformat the content and then it sends the message to Sammy.

⑧ Sammy retrieves and views it with his messaging client.

5.1.6 Alternative Flow

① Joey composes a message using his favorite messaging client.

② Joey selects Sammy’s entry in his address book as one of the destinations for the message.

③ Joey sends the message to Sammy.

④ A sending messaging server, in charge of Joey’s messaging client, receives the message and starts to resolve the list of destinations. It may employ an external entity to select the proper address format to resolve Sammy’s contact-name into a fully-specified destination.

⑤ The sending messaging server identifies that there is a need to transfer the message to a recipient server. The sending messaging server forwards the message to the recipient messaging server.

⑥ The recipient messaging server receives the message and relays the message to the recipient messaging client. Upon sending, the recipient messaging server or other network element may reformat the content prior to sending it to Sammy.

⑦ Sammy views the message with his messaging client.

5.1.7 Operational and Quality of Experience Requirements

The originator of a message should not need to be aware of the messaging service that recipients will use to access the message.

The originator of a message should be able to address the recipients in a short, generic fashion and have confidence that the message shall be delivered to the proper recipient.

The sending messaging server should take the recipient’s current presence status into account when determining the recipient messaging server.

Users should be able to designate their “favourite” messaging service, both for composition and reception, where this does not degrade the quality of the messaging experience. A designated “favourite” messaging service takes precedence over presence information in the recipient messaging service determination process.

5.2 Use Case B – General Messaging between Operators

5.2.1 Short Description

Using a generic mobile messaging service, Joey wants to send a message to Samny, who is subscribed in a different network operator.
5.2.2 Actors

- Joey
- Sammy
- Messaging client
- Messaging servers
- Network providers

5.2.2.1 Actor Specific Issues

- Joey would like to send a message without knowing too much about the underlying technology.
- Sammy would like to receive the message from his friend using his mobile services.
- Network providers would like to supply messaging services that the customers find useful and friendly.

5.2.2.2 Actor Specific Benefits

- Joey is able to send a message to his friend, Sammy.
- Sammy is able to receive the message that Joey sent.
- Network provider has a significant increase in the number of messages sent, and therefore a significant increase in revenues.

5.2.3 Pre-conditions

- Joey has his favourite messaging client.
- Sammy has his favourite messaging client that may be different from the one selected by Joey.
- Joey and Sammy are subscribed on different network operators.
- Sammy has a user profile that identifies his preferred messaging service to receive incoming messages.

5.2.4 Post-conditions

- Sammy received the message that Joey sent in his messaging client.

5.2.5 Normal Flow

① Joey composes a message using his favorite messaging client.

② Joey selects Sammy’s entry in his address book as one of the destinations for the message.

③ Joey sends the message to Sammy.

④ An originating messaging server, in charge of Joey’s messaging client, receives the message and starts to resolve the list of destinations. It may employ an external entity to select the proper address format to resolve Sammy’s contact-name into a fully-specified destination.

⑤ The originating messaging server identifies that Sammy is subscribed on a neighbouring operator and therefore does not have access to Sammy’s user-profile. Therefore, the originating messaging server forwards the message to the messaging server of the neighbouring operator that supports the same messaging service.
6. The recipient-side messaging server accesses Sammy’s user profile and identifies that there is a need to transfer the message to a recipient service server. The messaging server forwards the message to the recipient messaging server (note – this is a transfer between messaging services).

7. The recipient messaging server receives the message and notifies Sammy’s recipient messaging client that there is a message to be delivered.

8. When Sammy requests to retrieve it, the recipient messaging server or other network element may reformat the content and then it sends the message to Sammy.

9. Sammy retrieves and views it with his messaging client.

5.2.6 Alternative Flow

1. Joey composes a message using his favorite messaging client.

2. Joey selects Sammy’s entry in his address book as one of the destinations for the message.

3. Joey sends the message to Sammy.

4. An originating messaging server, in charge of Joey’s messaging client, receives the message and starts to resolve the list of destinations. It may employ an external entity to select the proper address format to resolve Sammy’s contact-name into a fully-specified destination.

5. The originating messaging server identifies that Sammy is subscribed on a neighbouring operator and therefore does not have access to Sammy’s user-profile. Therefore, the originating messaging server forwards the message to the messaging server of the neighbouring operator that supports the same messaging service.

6. The recipient-side messaging server accesses Sammy’s user profile and identifies that there is a need to transfer the message to a recipient service server. The messaging server forwards the message to the recipient messaging server (note – this is a transfer between messaging services).

7. The recipient messaging server receives the message and relays the message to the recipient messaging client. Upon sending, the recipient messaging server or other network element may reformat the content prior to sending it to Sammy.

8. Sammy views the message with his messaging client.

5.2.7 Other Alternative Flows

In step 5 of both flows – there are two variants that may be applicable -

If there is an agreement between the operators that allows access to the user profile information between the operators, then the originating messaging server should ascertain the preferred messaging service of the recipient and transfer to the local messaging service to transfer to the recipient-side messaging service server.

If the recipient operator does not support the originating messaging service, then the originating messaging server should either notify of an error in the transfer to the recipient operator, or if the recipient operator has a centralized messaging gateway, the message should be passed to the gateway for transfer to the recipient.

5.2.8 Operational and Quality of Experience Requirements

The originator of a message should not need to be aware of the messaging service that recipients will use to access the message.
The originator of a message should be able to address the recipients in a short, generic fashion and have confidence that the message shall be delivered to the proper recipient.

The sending messaging server should take the recipient’s current presence status into account when determining the recipient messaging server.

Users should be able to designate their “favourite” messaging service, both for composition and reception, where this does not degrade the quality of the messaging experience. A designated “favourite” messaging service takes precedence over presence information in the recipient messaging service determination process.

5.3 Use Case C – Email and MMS

5.3.1 Short Description
In this use case Michelle sends Stacy an MM showing of her baby’s latest trick that she has just captured with her phone-camera. Stacy does not subscribe to an MMS service. So the MM is sent to Stacy’s email so that she would be able to see it. And then Stacy replies to Michelle.

5.3.2 Actors
- Michelle
- Stacy
- Email client
- MMS client
- Email server
- MMS server

5.3.2.1 Actor Specific Issues
- Michelle would like to send or receive an MM via her MMS client.
- Stacy would like to send or receive an MM via her Email client.
- Network provider would like to supply an interworking service between Email and MMS.

5.3.2.2 Actor Specific Benefits
- Michelle is able to send or receive an MM via her MMS client without knowing messaging services that her friend has subscribed to.
- Stacy is able to send or receive an MM via one of possible messaging clients or her favourite messaging client, here, via her Email client.
- Network provider has a significant increase in the number of MM sent, and therefore a significant increase in revenues.

5.3.3 Pre-conditions
- Michelle has an MMS client and is an MMS subscriber.
- Stacy is a non-MMS subscriber and has both Email client and Email account.
5.3.4 Post-conditions

- Stacy retrieves the MM from Michelle via her Email client.
- Michelle retrieves the MM from Stacy via her MMS client.

5.3.5 Normal Flow 1 (MMS to Email)

1. Michelle composes and sends an MM, addressing it to Stacy via her MMS client.
2. Michelle’s MMS server receives the MM and when resolving the recipient addresses determines that Stacy is not an MMS subscriber, and that the MM should be redirected to Stacy’s email.
3. The MMS server may perform content adaptation to transform the content to a format that is acceptable to email.
4. The MMS server sends the MM to the Email server.
5. The Email server gets it and notifies Stacy’s Email client that there is a message to be delivered.
6. When Stacy requests to get it, the Email server or other network element converts, if necessary, into the MM which is compatible with a Stacy’s Email client.
7. When the MM has been received in Stacy’s Email client she views it.

5.3.6 Normal Flow 2 (Email to MMS)

1. Stacy replies to Michelle with an MM (or sends a new MM to her) via her Email client.
2. The Email server receives the MM and forwards it to an MMS server based on address information in the original message.
3. The MMS server receives it and notifies Michelle’s MMS client that there is an MM to be delivered.
4. When Michelle requests to retrieve it, the MMS server or other network element converts, if necessary, into the MM which is compatible with a Michelle’s MMS client.
5. Michelle receives and views the reply from Stacy.

5.3.7 Alternative Flow

N/A

5.3.8 Operational and Quality of Experience Requirements

None.
5.4 Use Case D – MMS and VMS(1): between MMS and VM system

5.4.1 Short Description
In this use case JoAnn calls Michelle, who is unavailable, and leaves a VM. Michelle listens to the VM and decides to forward the cute message to her friend, Debbie, who has an MMS client. So Debbie receives the VM via her MMS client and replies to Michelle.

5.4.2 Actors
- JoAnn
- Michelle
- Debbie
- MMS client
- MMS server
- VM system

5.4.2.1 Actor Specific Issues
- Michelle wishes to forward her VM to Debbie regardless of the underlying technology.
- Debbie wants to receive the VM and to reply via her MMS client.
- Network provider would like to supply an interworking service between MMS and VMS.

5.4.2.2 Actor Specific Benefits
- Michelle is able to send or receive a VM without knowing the preferences and subscriptions Debbie has.
- Debbie is capable to send or receive a VM using her preferred messaging service, MMS.
- Network operator increases the number of messages that use its network, and its profits.

5.4.3 Pre-conditions
- Debbie has an MMS client and is an MMS subscriber.
- Debbie’s reply message is limited to a VM.

5.4.4 Post-conditions
- Debbie receives the VM from Michelle via her MMS client.
- Michelle retrieves the VM from Debbie.

5.4.5 Normal Flow 1 (VMS to MMS)
1. JoAnn calls Michelle’s phone number that is currently busy (or unreachable) and is redirected to her voicemail.
2. When JoAnn leaves a VM for Michelle, a VM system records it.
3. Michelle connects to her VM system, listens to the VM, and forwards it to Debbie.
① The VM system sends it to the MMS server.
② The MMS server gets it and notifies Debbie’s MMS client that there is a VM to be delivered.
③ On Debbie’s request, she retrieves the VM via her MMS client.

5.4.6 Normal Flow 2 (MMS to VMS)

① Debbie generates a reply to Michelle via her MMS client. The client identifies that the original message was from a voicemail system and restricts the reply message content to a voice message.
② An MMS server receives the VM and forwards it to a VMS server based on addressing information.
③ The VMS server gets the VM and notifies Michelle’s VMS client that there is a message to be delivered.
④ When the VM has been reached in her VMS client Michelle connects to her VM system and listens to the reply that Debbie left.

5.4.7 Alternative Flow

N/A

5.4.8 Operational and Quality of Experience Requirements

When replying to a message the messaging client should identify that the reply message is intended for a recipient using a different messaging service and should appropriately restrict the composition of the reply message.

5.5 Use Case E – MMS and VMS(2): between MMS and VMS

5.5.1 Short Description

Richard sends Anna a VM via his MMS client. Anna gets the VM via her VMS client. Or she can receive it via her MMS client when she gets it on her VMS server.

5.5.2 Actors

- Richard
- Anna
- MMS client
- VMS client
- MMS server
- VMS server

5.5.2.1 Actor Specific Issues

- Richard wants to send a VM via his MMS client.
- Anna wishes to receive a VM via her VMS or MMS client.
- Network provider would like to supply an interworking service between MMS and VMS.
5.5.2.2 Actor Specific Benefits

- Richard is able to send a VM via his MMS client without knowing messaging services that Anna has subscribed to.
- Anna is able to send or receive a VM via her VMS or MMS client.
- Network provider has a significant increase in the number of MM sent, and therefore a significant increase in revenues.

5.5.3 Pre-conditions

- Richard has an MMS client and is an MMS subscriber.
- Anna has a VMS and MMS client and is a VMS and MMS subscriber.

5.5.4 Post-conditions

- Anna receives the VM from Richard via her VMS client.
- When Anna gets a VM on her VMS server she can receive it via her MMS client.

5.5.5 Normal Flow 1 (MMS to VMS)

1. Richard records a VM with his MMS client and sends it to Anna.
2. An MMS server receives it and finds out that Anna wants to receive it via her MMS client.
3. The MMS server sends it to the VMS server.
4. The VMS server gets it and notifies Anna’s VMS client that there is a VM to be delivered.
5. On Anna’s acceptance, the VMS server sends it to Anna’s VMS client.
6. Anna listens to the message that Richard left.

5.5.6 Normal Flow 2 (VMS to MMS)

1. Anna receives a VM on her VMS server.
2. The MMS server gets it from the VMS server and notifies her MMS client that there is a VM to be delivered.
3. Anna receives the VM via her MMS client.

5.5.7 Alternative Flow

N/A

5.5.8 Operational and Quality of Experience Requirements

None.
5.6 Use Case F – MMS and VMS(3): Congestion Case

5.6.1 Short Description

Alison (a VMS user) has travelled to a Wireless Technology Convention. Alison has received several important VM messages from her office, as well as from a prospective overseas client, who is also attending the Convention, and with whom she was attempting to arrange a business meeting. Although Alison has received VM notification, she was unable for several hours to retrieve her VM messages due to unusually high volumes of cellular traffic caused by Convention goers, and exacerbated by a spell of bad weather in the area.

However, by virtue of implementing VM-MMS interworking, the voice messages were deposited to Alison’s MMS server, and delivered as packets to her handset, despite the high rate of circuit-switched blocking, so that she is able to hear them.

5.6.2 Actors

- Alison is a voicemail user who also subscribes to VM delivery via MMS, visiting a Wireless Technology Convention.
- Other Convention goers and local residents in the city where the Convention is taking place.
- Network operator that supplies the MMS, and voicemail services.

5.6.2.1 Actor Specific Issues

- Alison wishes to receive time critical voice messages from the office and the business client.
- Other Convention goers and local residents contribute to unusually high voice traffic volumes in the vicinity of the Convention.
- Network provider supplies services that allow subscribers with wide ranging needs to access those services at reasonable cost. This includes a large number of home subscribers attempting to cope with effects of inclement weather and natural disasters, as well as some very discerning business users with time critical tasks.

5.6.2.2 Actor Specific Benefits

- Alison: Time critical VM is delivered to Alison despite a high degree of congestion in the network.
- Other Convention goers and residents: Benefit from reduced voice traffic load by users such as Alison, who reduce reliance on voice calls to retrieve their voice-mail, including extra Erlangs needed to issue commands to the VM system on a circuit-switched call.
- Network operator: Offers a higher quality of service by virtue of lesser call blocking than would have been the case, had Alison and others like her resorted to traditional VM retrieval.
- Had it not been possible to deliver VM via MMS, the following would have occurred:
  - Alison may have not been able to retrieve her VM messages during several attempts she made during breaks in the Convention proceedings, due to cellular network high rate of blocking.
  - Other convention goers would have experienced increased blocking due to Alison and others like her adding Erlangs of demand on the network which is already congested.
  - Network operator may have not met its network performance targets, and though the revenue is increased temporarily due to added traffic, the outlook is not so bright because the operator must invest additional capital to upgrade the network with additional voice capacity for future conditions such as this one, must scale back its initial intent to offer advanced data services instead, and may suffer from increased churn in the area from dissatisfied users who could not use the network at critical times. VM system itself may have suffered from higher rate of blocking due to higher-than-usual diversion of traffic to VM, or may have had higher message deletion rate due to storage exhaust.
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5.6.3 Pre-conditions

- Alison is subscribed to Voice Mail and to MMS. The cellular network that she is using at the time of attending the Wireless Technology Convention is capable of delivering VM notification. Alison’s handset can receive and replay MMS messages.

5.6.4 Post-conditions

- Alison can receive voice mails deposited for her despite the fact that it is difficult at times to access the cellular network for the purpose of making voice calls.
- Cellular network operator was able to handle more voice traffic than would have been the case had Alison and people like her used voice calls to access VM.
- Other Convention attendees and local residents are able to use the cellular network with a higher rate of success than in the pre-condition case.

5.6.5 Normal Flow

1. A caller attempting to reach Alison on her cellular phone is unable to contact her directly due to a high rate of blocking in the destination network. The call is diverted to VM, and a VM message is deposited in Alison’s VM box.

2. The VM system issues VM notification to Alison’s handset, then proceeds to copy the VM message to the MMS server, having assured that Alison’s handset supports MMS and the service is activated.

3. Once the MMS server delivers the message to Alison’s handset, it contacts the VM system to erase the VM message.

4. In the handset, the MMS client intervenes with the VM notification flag, so that any VM retrieval attempt by Alison is diverted to MMS replay.

5. Once Alison decides to retrieve the message, her initial action (e.g. keypunch sequence to access VM message) is as if the VM been retrieved by means of a call to the VM centre. However, she is pleased to hear the message without noticeable call setup delay or congestion-caused blocking. The command prompts from that point on may be similar to the traditional VM access, or slightly altered.

5.6.6 Alternative Flow

There may be some variants to the flow to account for the following:

1. If the called party handset is not capable of retrieving MMS, or the service had not been activated, the VM system takes no action other than VM notification.

2. If the handset memory is full, handset is not reachable, or there is some other reason that MMS delivery could not be immediately accomplished, the VM system is notified, and the message is kept deposited in the VM system until such time that it can be delivered to the handset via MMS.

3. If the subscriber was not reachable (e.g. handset was turned off) at the time of message deposition, subsequent location registration upon change of availability status should trigger notification to the VM system and MMS system, which should cause message delivery as described in the Normal Flow.

4. It may be advantageous to not issue VM notification to the handset immediately upon message deposition. Instead, the VM system copies the message to the MMS first and waits for a short period of time, sufficient to allow MMS delivery. If delivery confirmation is not received from the MMS server, the VM system only then issues the traditional VM notification.
Other conditions to consider include: User preference, competition with other packet services for delivery.

As an additional possibility, the decision to copy VM message to the MMS server is not automatic, and may hinge upon Alison’s judgment of importance of the message and/or her specific instructions to the VM server on whether or not to forward to MMS. Or it may be based on presence/availability status which may depend on the calling party.

5.6.7 Operational and Quality of Experience Requirements

**Ease of Use:** The retrieval of the VM message using MMS client should be substantially the same as the traditional voice mail, i.e., the user should not have to think which retrieval method to apply, depending on whether the message is deposited to the handset, or must be retrieved from the VM/MMS.

**Performance, Reliability, Quality:** From the perspective of Alison as a user, the message retrieval performance should be improved compared to traditional VM retrieval. In particular, it should be faster, more reliable (no blocking), and without a loss of speech segments which may occur as a result of radio transmission for a voice call. **Network Operational Requirements:** The delivery of VM via MMS should result in high degree of reliability and no loss of VM messages. The overall network performance in terms of its ability to offer other services (data throughput, blocking rate) shall be at least as good as for the case of traditional VM delivery, and should be improved on both accounts. The performance of the VM system shall be improved in the following aspects: The capacity of the VM system shall be extended due to reduced average in-network storage time of messages. The blocking rate of the VM system shall be lowered, and should be eliminated. The bulk of the circuit-switched traffic to/from the VM depository should be for message deposition purpose, with traffic for the message retrieval reduced proportionate to the penetration of MMS capable terminal devices.

5.7 Use Case G – MMS and VMS(4): VM Submission to MMS

5.7.1 Short Description

Bernadette and her co-workers at ACME Enterprises use voice mail frequently to call on the clients and each other during the daily job routine. Voice communication is particularly convenient since Bernadette’s job involves a lot of driving. Since ACME Enterprises employees are often tied up with other clients, much of the calling to each other is diverted to voicemail. Likewise, since ACME clientele is high-profiled and difficult to reach by a phone call, the same applies to attempted calls to her clients.

It is critical that the voice messages left by Bernadette reach her clients and co-workers in the form of MMS. It is also critical for the wireless network operator to offer to ACME Enterprises the flexibility of using voice communication combined with the efficiency of MMS.

5.7.2 Actors

- Bernadette is a voicemail user who also subscribes to VM submission via MMS.
- ACME Enterprises is a corporation that relies heavily on voice communications among employees and clients.
- Network operator that supplies the MMS, and voicemail services.

5.7.2.1 Actor Specific Issues

- Bernadette wants to use voice messages to communicate with her business associates and clients, so that she can manage her time better while driving between client sites.
- ACME Enterprises wants their employees to be in reliable and high quality contact with each other and their clients.
Network provider supplies services that allow subscribers with wide ranging needs to access those services at reasonable cost, flexibility, and for the important business users, such as ACME Enterprises employees, with high degree of reliability.

5.7.2.2 Actor Specific Benefits

- Bernadette: Can improve management of her time by sending voice messages while driving, with behaviour similar to customary voice calling. It is considered beneficial for Bernadette to use a more modern voice messaging without having to learn or execute while driving a new way of message composition that may be involved in MMS.

- ACME Enterprises employees and clients: Can receive high quality and timely voice messages, can manage them without placing a phone call to the VM system. Note for example that access to the VM system usually requires time consuming user steps in authentication, which can be streamlined in the case of MMS, since they are largely performed automatically by network and user agent interactions. Also, it should be emphasized that VM systems today rely on 64 kbps switching to VM trunks (which requires transcoding) and VM-specific voice coding/compression, which can be eliminated with MMS. Several steps in transcoding may impair voice quality, in addition to adding to expense due to added use of network resources, particularly in a real-time call.

- Network operator: Offers a higher quality and more flexible service by virtue of reduced reliance on real time calls, be it between the parties, or to retrieve the VM.

5.7.3 Pre-conditions

- Bernadette need not be subscribed to Voice Mail (for voice mail delivery, this is not necessary), but may need to be subscribed to MMS. The cellular network is capable of handling VM and MMS.

5.7.4 Post-conditions

- Bernadette was able to send voice messages to her co-workers and clients, which were delivered in the packet form via MMS. Bernadette’s behaviour in doing so is essentially the same (e.g. she can use “speed dial”), as if she was making phone calls and leaving VM messages as necessary.

- ACME Enterprises serves its clients well aided by voice communications at reasonable cost and high degree of quality.

- Wireless network provider is able to serve the distinguishing corporate client with a high degree of service during busy hours in the network.

5.7.5 Normal Flow

Note: The text is Normal Flow and Alternate Flow is meant to illustrate the use case, not to prescribe the solution.

- Bernadette makes a voice call from her vehicle to her client in a usual safe and substantially hands-free fashion, e.g. by speed dialling or voice dialling.

- The dialled number is busy. The legacy switching system involved in handling the call forwards it to the VM server. It should be noted that the legacy system treats all the calls the same way, whether they come from a simple landline phone, or a sophisticated MMS capable wireless phone. Thus VM server must be involved in the flow. VM server prompts the calling party to “press 1 to leave a message via MMS”, then commands the mobile MMS user agent to create an MMS. The VM server interaction ends when the user presses 1 and the command is acknowledged.

- The voice message is first recorded on the mobile then submitted to the MMS server. The message is forwarded to the destination device identified by the dialled phone number.

- The called party is notified of the newly arrived multimedia message in the usual fashion, or the message may be pushed to the destination device. If the called party is a simple voice-only device, the message is routed via VM server for notification, and kept deposited there until such time that the destination device decides to retrieve it.
5.7.6 Alternative Flow

- In the first alternative, prior to making the call, Bernadette checks the destination Presence/Availability (this may be automatic, upon call attempt being made). If the call recipient is not present/available, no phone call is made immediately. Instead, the MMS submission client on Bernadette’s device assists in creating an MMS voice message. Upon completion, the MMS client submits the message to Bernadette’s MMS server, with the destination address identified by the called party selected by Bernadette (this may also be a group).

- The MMS server then forwards the voice message to the destination device or devices.

- In another alternative, the system does not rely on the caller to correctly identify device capability, but the VM server may look it up, or it may be cached.

5.7.7 Operational and Quality of Experience Requirements

Ease of Use: The deposition of the voice message using MMS client should be substantially the same as the traditional voice mail, i.e., Bernadette should not have to think which deposition method to apply, depending on whether the message is first created in the handset MMS client, or simply deposited in the VMC or MMS server.

Performance, Reliability, Quality: From the perspective of Bernadette as a user, the message deposition performance should be improved compared to traditional VM deposition. In particular, it should be faster (no need to ring a phone if the user status is “Not Available”, more reliable (no blocking), and without a loss of speech segments which may occur as a result of radio transmission for a voice call.

Network Operational Requirements: The submission of voice messages via MMS should result in high degree of reliability and no loss of voice messages. The overall network performance in terms of its ability to offer other services (data throughput, blocking rate) shall be at least as good as for the case of traditional VM submission, and should be improved on both accounts. The performance of the voice messaging system (relative to traditional VM) shall be improved in the following aspects: The capacity of the voice messaging system shall be extended due to reduced average in-network storage time of messages. The blocking rate of the MMS system for voice message use shall be lowered, and should be eliminated.

5.8 Use Case H – PoC and VMS

5.8.1 Short Description

Sonia leaves a VM to her friend, Edu, via her PoC client. Edu does not subscribe to PoC, but does to VMS, so he gets the VM on his VMS client. When he replies to Sonia with his VM she gets it via her PoC client.

5.8.2 Actors

- Sonia
- Edu
- PoC client
- VMS client
- PoC server
- VMS server

5.8.2.1 Actor Specific Issues

- Sonia wants to leave or listen to a VM to her friend, Edu, via her PoC client.
- Edu wishes to send and receive a VM via his VMS client.
5.8.2.2 Actor Specific Benefits
- Sonia is able to leave or listen to a VM via her PoC client without knowing messaging services that her friend has subscribed to.
- Edu is able to send and receive a VM via one of possible messaging clients or his favourite messaging client, here, via his VMS client.
- Network provider has a significant increase in the number of VM sent, and therefore a significant increase in revenues.

5.8.3 Pre-conditions
- Sonia has a PoC client and is a PoC subscriber.
- Edu has a VMS client and is a VMS subscriber.
- PoC service supports addressing recipient whose Presence and Availability is not known.
- PoC server has a functionality of recording a VM.
- PoC server has a functionality of sending and receiving a VM.

5.8.4 Post-conditions
- Edu retrieves the VM from Sonia via his VMS client.
- Sonia checks and listens to the VM from Edu via her PoC client.

5.8.5 Normal Flow 1 (PoC to VMS)
1. Sonia leaves a VM with her PoC client and addresses it to Edu.
2. A PoC server records it and finds that Edu is not present and prefers to receive the VM via his VMS client.
3. The PoC server sends it to the VMS server.
4. The VMS server gets it and notifies Edu’s VMS client that there is a VM to be delivered.
5. On his acceptance, the VMS server sends it to Edu’s VMS client.
6. Edu listens to the VM that Sonia left.

5.8.6 Normal Flow 2 (VMS to PoC)
1. To reply to Sonia, Edu records a VM, using his VMS client and sends it to her.
2. A VMS server receives it and determines that Sonia should listen to it via her PoC client.
3. The VMS server sends it to a PoC server.
4. The PoC server gets it and initiates a PoC session with Sonia’s client and sends notification that there is a VM to be delivered.
5. After her acceptance, she connects the PoC server and listens to the VM that Edu left.
5.8.7 Alternative Flow
N/A

5.8.8 Operational and Quality of Experience Requirements
Both Sonia and Edu should receive the VMs in the normal user experience for their preferred client.

5.9 Use Case I – PoC and MMS

5.9.1 Short Description
Paola leaves a VM via her PoC client to her friend, Malcolm. Malcolm does not subscribe to PoC, but does to MMS, so he gets the VM via his MMS client. And he responds to her.

5.9.2 Actors
- Paola
- Malcolm
- PoC client
- MMS client
- PoC server
- MMS server

5.9.2.1 Actor Specific Issues
- Paola wants to leave or listen to a VM via her PoC client.
- Malcolm wishes to send or receive a VM via his MMS client.
- Network provider would like to supply an interworking service between PoC and MMS.

5.9.2.2 Actor Specific Benefits
- Paola wants to leave or listen to a VM via her PoC client without knowing messaging services that her friend has subscribed to.
- Malcolm wishes to send or receive a VM via one of possible messaging clients or his favourite messaging client, here, via his MMS client.
- Network provider has a significant increase in the number of VM sent, and therefore a significant increase in revenues.

5.9.3 Pre-conditions
- Paola has a PoC client and is a PoC subscriber.
- Malcolm has an MMS client and is an MMS subscriber.
- PoC service supports addressing recipient whose Presence and Availability is not known.
- PoC server has a functionality of recording a VM.
PoC server has a functionality of sending and receiving a VM.

5.9.4 Post-conditions
- Malcolm retrieves the VM from Paola via his MMS client.
- Paola checks and listens to the VM from Malcolm via her PoC client.

5.9.5 Normal Flow 1 (PoC to MMS)
① Paola leaves a VM with her PoC client and addresses it to Malcolm.
② A PoC server records it and finds out that Malcolm is not present and prefers to receive the VM on his MMS client.
③ The PoC server sends it to the MMS server.
④ The MMS server receives it and notifies his MMS client that there is a MM to be delivered.
⑤ On his request to get, the MMS server sends it to his MMS client.
⑥ He receives and listens to the content.

5.9.6 Normal Flow 2 (MMS to PoC)
① Malcolm responds to Paola by composing a VM with his MMS client and sending it to her.
② An MMS server gets it and finds out that Paola will receive it via her PoC client.
③ The MMS Server adapts the MM to be a PoC compatible VM (without the presentation part).
④ The MMS server sends the VM to the PoC server.
⑤ The PoC server receives it and initiates a PoC session with Paola’s client and sends notification that there is a VM to be delivered.
⑥ Paola connects the PoC server and listens to the VM via her PoC client.

5.9.7 Alternative Flow
N/A

5.9.8 Operational and Quality of Experience Requirements
None.

5.10 Use Case J – IM and MMS

5.10.1 Short Description
Stacy sends Tommy an MM with her IM client. Tommy wants to get it via his MMS client. Or he has one messaging client, an MMS client, not an IM client. In this case the MM is sent to him via his MMS client. Reversely Tommy can send an MM to her, if he knows her IM address.
5.10.2 Actors

- Stacy
- Tommy
- IM client
- MMS client
- IM server
- MMS server

5.10.2.1 Actor Specific Issues

- Stacy wants to send or receive an MM via her IM client.
- Tommy wants to send or retrieve an MM via his MMS client.
- Network provider would like to supply an interworking service between IM and MMS.

5.10.2.2 Actor Specific Benefits

- Stacy is able to send or receive an MM via her IM client without knowing too much about the underlying technology.
- Tommy is able to send or receive an MM via one of possible messaging clients or his favourite messaging client, here, via his MMS client.
- Network provider has a significant increase in the number of MM sent, and therefore a significant increase in revenues.

5.10.3 Pre-conditions

- Stacy has an IM client and is an IM subscriber.
- Tommy has an MMS client and is an MMS subscriber.
- Tommy knows Stacy’s IM address.
- IM server or MMS server has a functionality of converting message format. For example, MMS server can convert an IM message format into an MMS message one.
- MMS server or other network element converts an MM content, if necessary, into the MM content which is compatible with a recipient incompatible handset.
- IM server has a functionality of sending and receiving an MM.
- All recipients whom Stacy wants to send an MM are registered in her IM client.

5.10.4 Post-conditions

- Tommy retrieves the MM from Stacy via his MMS client.
- Stacy receives the MM from Tommy via her IM client.

5.10.5 Normal Flow 1 (IM to MMS)

1. Stacy sends an MM to Tommy via her IM client.
② An IM server receives the MM.
③ The IM server sends the MM to an MMS server.
④ The MMS server retrieves it and notifies his MMS client that there is an MM to be delivered.
⑤ When Tommy requests to get it, the MMS server or other network element converts the original MM content, if necessary, into the MM content which is compatible in his handset and forwards it to his MMS client.
⑥ When the MM has been successfully reached in his MMS client he views it.
⑦ If a delivery report has been requested by Stacy it is sent to her.

5.10.6 Normal Flow 2 (MMS to IM)

① Tommy sends an MM to Stacy via his MMS client.
② An MMS server receives the MM and finds out that Stacy doesn’t have an MMS client but he has an available IM address.
③ The MMS server sends the MM to an IM server, which notifies her IM client that there is an MM to be delivered.
④ When the MM has been successfully reached in his MMS client he views it.

5.10.7 Alternative Flow

N/A

5.10.8 Operational and Quality of Experience Requirements

IM client may have the functionality to show possible service applications as well as presence information. Accordingly, Stacy may know whether Tommy can get an MM via his MMS client.
6. Common Functionalities

This section contains conclusions from the use-cases presented in chapter 5. These conclusions comprise a set of common messaging functionalities and interfaces, and are derived by analyzing the use-cases. Additionally, an attempt is made to place the functionality either at the messaging client or at the messaging server, noting that either can be message source or message destination.

These common functionalities are used in the following chapter to assist in identifying the requirements for messaging interworking. The purpose of identifying these common functionalities is to fulfill the purpose identified in the introduction – to identify potential enablers needed to support both messaging in general and the interworking of messaging services. These enablers may already exist in OMA specifications, may need to be developed by future work in OMA, or may be considered to be implementation issues and therefore out of scope for OMA specification. In any case, only the messaging requirements from these common functionalities will be addressed in the next section on requirements and their full specification is out of scope for this document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CF1</th>
<th>One or more messaging clients access an address book that may be either on the terminal or network-based.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF2</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers access the user’s profile to determine:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Originator’s right to submit a message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Recipient’s right to receive a message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Recipient’s preferred messaging service, if applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF3</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers resolve message address, possibly using an external interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF4</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers resolve recipient’s current presence status, possibly using an external</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF5</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers perform content adaptation and transcoding, possibly using an external</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF6</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers notify recipient client that message is available either by a notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>message or by the actual content of the message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF7</td>
<td>One or more messaging clients may access addresses that appear in an original message to address a new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>message (example: extracting reply address from the original message).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF8</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers should identify the source messaging service for messages sent to a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recipient server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF9</td>
<td>One or more messaging clients may identify the source messaging service of a received message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF10</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers should support legal intercept of messages either submitted or received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by the user.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Requirements

7.1 High-Level Functional Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[R100]</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers SHOULD support the following Functions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Address book/resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- User profile – rights to send and receive messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Presence resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Notification of a new message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Legal intercept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Content adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[R101]</td>
<td>One or more messaging clients SHOULD support the following Functions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Destination addressing through an Address Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Notification of a new message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[R102]</td>
<td>Messages SHOULD be reliably transmitted between messaging services without any loss of messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[R103]</td>
<td>When transferring a message between different operators and the ultimate destination service cannot be identified – the message SHOULD be transferred over the inter-operator interface of the originating messaging service, e.g., MM4 for MMS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1.1 Security

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[R110]</td>
<td>Messaging service SHOULD support authentication and authorization of messaging clients during the registration phase as well as messaging service attempts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[R111]</td>
<td>The Recipient messaging server SHALL validate the messaging service that is subscribed by that recipient prior to the service delivery. Validation may be performed by an external enabler (e.g., HLR, HSS) to examine the subscription contract or profile whether receiving the messaging service is subscribed by the recipient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[R112]</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers SHOULD allow preserving the integrity and confidentiality of the message content when transferring across different messaging domains.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1.2 Charging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[R120]</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers SHALL generate appropriate charging information for all interface transactions. The following information SHOULD be generated as a minimum:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Message size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Message type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Time of day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- QoS-Priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Source and destination address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 7.1.3 Presence

[R130] Sending messaging server SHOULD access the recipient’s presence server to resolve the recipient’s current presence status.

### 7.1.4 Usability

[R140] One or more messaging clients SHOULD allow the message originator to address a recipient in a simplified format (for example a nickname or an abbreviated form of addressing).

[R141] The system SHOULD indicate an originator the recipient messaging service type, for the purpose of providing information e.g., charging in case of different charging between different messaging service types.

[R142] The system MAY notify a recipient of a message what kind of messaging service type (e.g., VMS, MMS, IM) is used to receive the message.

[R143] The system MAY allow a user to choose a specific messaging service type used to originate or receive a message.

[R144] One or more messaging servers SHOULD modify the message content and/or structure as required by the recipient messaging servers.

[R145] One or more messaging servers SHOULD indicate in the received message all changes/adaptations made to the content of a message.

[R146] One or more messaging servers MAY notify the originator of changes/adaptations made to the content of a message.

[R147] One or more messaging clients SHOULD be supported with information on presence status of all recipients registered in the client.

[R148] One or more messaging servers SHOULD allow the recipient to identify a preferred messaging service for incoming messages.

### 7.1.5 Interoperability

[R150] One or more messaging servers SHOULD support interoperability of messages to allow transforming of a message from one messaging service to a message of a different messaging service.

### 7.1.6 Privacy

[R160] The messaging system SHALL support message privacy, as per [REQ UPR RD], i.e. non-disclosure of the message content or header information to unauthorized access.

[R161] The messaging system SHALL be compatible with protection of the user’s device against spam (message, content, downloads) from undesirable third parties.
7.2 System Elements

7.2.1 Messaging Server

7.2.1.1 Address Resolution Dependencies

| [R210] | One or more messaging servers SHOULD access the originator’s address book to resolve non-fully qualified addresses. |
| [R211] | Address resolution SHOULD include information indicating transformation for addressing to supported address formats for messaging. |
| [R212] | Address resolution SHOULD support addition of new information to address entry. |
| [R213] | Address resolution SHOULD support transformation of any input address format to a requested different address format. |
| [R214] | One or more messaging servers MAY resolve addresses based on global address resolution tools. |

7.2.1.2 User Profile Dependencies

| [R220] | One or more messaging servers SHOULD verify originator’s rights to submit message for distribution. |
| [R221] | One or more messaging servers SHOULD verify recipient’s rights to receive a message. |
| [R222] | One or more messaging servers SHOULD determine recipient’s preferred messaging service. |
| [R223] | One or more messaging servers SHOULD determine recipient’s configured target handset. |

7.2.1.3 Network Message Store Dependencies

| [R230] | One or more messaging servers SHALL be able to save messages in a network message store, if messages are stored on the network. |

7.2.1.4 Message Format Adaptation Dependencies

| [R240] | Messaging Interworking server SHALL support message format adaptation between the following standard message formats: |
| [R241] | One or more messaging servers SHOULD identify message content limitations of recipient messaging server. |
| | • Multimedia Message and Instant Message |
| | • Multimedia Message and Voicemail Message |
| | • Instant Message and Short Message notification |
| | • Push-to-talk over cellular transmission and Voicemail Message |
| | • Push-to-talk over cellular transmission and Instant Messaging |
| | • Examples would be not to send images to voicemail or voice to SMS. |
### 7.2.1.5 Content Adaptation Dependencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[R250]</td>
<td>Recipient messaging server SHOULD support content adaptation to allow compatibility with recipient messaging client.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.2.1.6 Using Message

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[R260]</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers SHOULD use the source messaging service type which is included in the message provided by a sending messaging client.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[R261]</td>
<td>One or more messaging servers MAY use the destination messaging service type which is included in the message provided by a sending messaging client.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.2.2 Messaging Client

#### 7.2.2.1 Address Book Dependencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[R310]</td>
<td>One or more messaging clients SHALL support addressing of message recipients from user’s address book.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[R311]</td>
<td>One or more messaging clients SHOULD support addressing using a non fully qualified recipient address. This address SHALL be resolved by the messaging server.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.2.2.2 Sending Message

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[R320]</td>
<td>One or more messaging clients SHOULD include the source messaging service type in sending a message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[R321]</td>
<td>One or more messaging clients SHOULD include the destination messaging service type in sending a message.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.2.2.3 Received Message

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[R330]</td>
<td>One or more messaging clients SHOULD be able to identify the source messaging service of the message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[R331]</td>
<td>One or more messaging clients SHALL be able to access the addresses that appear in the message to allow for generation of reply messages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.2.2.4 Network Message Store Dependencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[R340]</td>
<td>One or more messaging clients SHALL support retrieving a message from network message store, if message is stored on network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[R341]</td>
<td>One or more messaging clients SHALL support saving messages to network message store, if message store is supported.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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